LYTX DRIVECAM SAFETY PROGRAM

DRIVECAM ENTERPRISE
Prevent collisions and protect your bottom line.
Your best line of defense against collision claims is to prevent them
from happening in the first place. Identify your drivers’ risky
behaviors and help change them before they lead to collisions with
the Lytx® DriveCam EnterpriseSM safety program—a solution that
combines video, analytics, expert review, and driver coaching. Save
time, money and lives with the safety program that helps protect your
drivers, your fleet, and your bottom line.

With the DriveCam Enterprise program, you can:
• Reduce claims and protect innocent drivers. Our video-based
safety program is proven to help prevent collisions and reduce
claims costs by up to 80%*, and help protect drivers and
organizations from false claims.
• Lower operating costs. Safe driving helps prevent collisions
and related costs, lower insurance premiums, and increase
productivity and fuel efficiency.
• Increase fleet uptime. Safer, more efficient drivers help reduce
vehicle downtime, maintenance, and repairs—and improve
fleet uptime and revenues.
• Improve driver performance. Fleets with safe, skilled drivers
perform best. Even the most experienced drivers can fine-tune
their skills, and you can reward them in return.

*Source: Based on a select sampling of Lytx client data

Improve driver safety
and prevent collisions
Lower operating costs
and increase uptime
Reduce claims and
protect innocent drivers

DID YOU KNOW?
Video telematics can help you
pinpoint possible causes of
collisions and fight off false claims.

CLIENT SPOTLIGHT
“We were involved in a
serious accident … there
were some very serious
injuries in that accident,
but the [Lytx DriveCam]
camera is going to show
that we were not at fault.
That one incident paid for
[Lytx] DriveCam for at least
a year, maybe three years,
for our entire company.”

– PRESIDENT,
PAPER TRANSPORT, INC.

LYTX DRIVECAM SAFETY PROGRAM: DRIVECAM ENTERPRISE

Knowing the truth can safeguard your organization and reputation.
Video is an objective witness that can help reveal the truth about
what’s happening in your fleet. It can help you save a lot of time and money,
increase driver retention, and protect your reputation.
Drive measurable results with leading innovation.

DISCOVER RISK YOU’VE
BEEN MISSING:
A view of the driver can give you
a picture of behaviors you didn’t
know existed.
• Distractions
• Awareness
• Fatigue
• Seatbelt Use

PROGRAM ENHANCEMENTS
Expand your program with services
that can help transform your business
by improving operational efficiency,
productivity, and safety.
• Lytx ADAS Management
• Lytx Speed Management
• Lytx Fuel Management
• Lytx Fleet Tracking

FINANCING AND UPGRADE
PROGRAMS
SPECIAL PRICING AND
PROMOTIONS

TO LEARN MORE
Contact your
Lytx Safety Professional
at 844.582.2886
or email
channelsales@lytx.com
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Proactively prevent collisions and claims and increase fleet productivity
with Lytx®, the pioneer of the video telematics category since 1998. Within
months, DriveCam Enterprise clients can realize significant ROI and pay for
the program by reducing collisions and costs—while increasing safety,
compliance, and efficiency. Because our ongoing support helps ensure
continuous results, we have a nearly 100% client-retention rate.
Event-based video
Our event recorders capture video and data only when
triggered by an unusual driving event—so you have just what
you need to coach drivers and defend them from false claims.
Predictive analytics
Having analyzed over 70 billion driving miles, Lytx analytics
work hard behind the scenes revealing insights specific to your
fleet to help you pinpoint and correct risky driving behaviors.
Expert event review
We objectively review, analyze, and score your fleet’s video
events; prioritize them; and deliver them to you so you can
focus on the most important coaching tasks first.
Super-efficient user workspace
Our easy-to-use online workspace combines a visual interface
with intuitive features and reporting tools to help maximize
your workday and quickly help change driver behavior.
Extensive program support
Dedicated experts are available to help you understand trends,
answer your questions, share best practices, and ensure
you’re getting the highest ROI from your program.
Best-in-class implementation
We’ve perfected our implementation process for fleets of
all sizes. We know that getting your program rolled out quickly
and effectively is critical to achieving a fast ROI.

